ELEVATOR

(EL-02) P3 - Fixed Camera - Not working – Camera inside of elevator

EXTERIOR

(E-01) ENTRANCE GATE - Fixed Camera - Freezes or Goes In and Out - Diagonal from gate in rear of building
(E-02) LOADING DOCK 151 – Fixed Camera – Not working - Above left coming out of the loading dock doors

(E-04) SALLYPORT ENTRANCE - Fixed Camera - Not working - Above AC unit
(E-06) SOUTH FACE - PTZ Camera – Not working – Along Vinson St, camera on the left, closes to ramp, under the window

(E-12) NORTHWEST CORNER - PTZ Camera – Broken facing down – Along E. Jefferson St towards N. Washington St on the corner of the building above trees
1ST FLOOR

(1-04) ELEVATOR LOBBY 110 - PTZ Camera – Not working - Next to Stairwell #1 and Public Restrooms

(1-08) MAGOMETER GRAND HALL 101 – Fixed Camera - Bug/Dirt in camera and obstructs some of the view - Above Bailiffs/Metal Detector
4TH FLOOR

(4-01) ELEVATOR LOBBY 401 - PTZ Camera - Not working - Next to Stairwell #1 and Public Restrooms
(6-01) ELEVATOR LOBBY 601 - PTZ Camera - Blurry - Next to Stairwell #1 and Public Restrooms
DETENTION AREA - 1ST FLOOR

(D-03) CORRIDOR 153B - Fixed Camera – Not working - Dayroom Hallway, camera is next to door leading outside to the ramp
(D-13) HOLDING CELL 168 - Fixed Camera – Camera is pointed up

(D-16) HOLDING CELL 171B – Fixed Camera - Not working

(D-20) HOLDING CELL 176B – Fixed Camera – Not working

(D-21) HOLDING CELL 177 – Fixed Camera – Blurry

(D-17) HOLDING CELL 173 – Fixed Camera – Adjustment needed for better view of cell

(D-19) HOLDING CELL 175 - Fixed Camera – Adjustment needed for better view of cell

(D-22) HOLDING CELL 179 - Fixed Camera – Adjustment needed for better view of cell